Abstract-We present an efficient approach to generating paths for humanoids and other robotic manipulators that uses the Task Space Region (TSR) framework to specify manipulation tasks. TSRs can define acceptable goal poses of an end-effector or constraints on the end-effector's pose during the path, or both. First presented as a method for goal-specification [1], TSRs are a straightforward representation of sets of end-effector poses which can be sampled and which entail a clear distance metric. This makes TSRs ideal for sampling-based motion planning. However, a finite set of TSRs is sometimes insufficient to capture the pose constraints of a given task. To describe more complex constraints, we present TSR Chains, which are defined by linking a series of TSRs. Though the sampling for TSR Chains follows clearly from that of TSRs, the distance metric for TSR Chains is radically different. We also present a new version of our Constrained Bidirectional RRT (CBiRRT2) planner, which is capable of planning with TSR chains as well as other constraints. We demonstrate our approach on the HRP3 robot by performing a variety of whole-body manipulation tasks.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Many practical manipulation tasks, like moving a large box or opening a refrigerator door, impose constraints on the motion of a robot's end-effector. Many such tasks also afford significant freedom in the acceptable goal pose of the endeffector. For example in Figure 1 , although the humanoid HRP3's hands are constained to grasp the box during manipulation, the task of placing the box on the table affords a wide range of box placements and robot configurations that achieve the goal. We propose a novel framework for pose-constrained manipulation planning which is capable of satisfying constraints and affordances to produce manipulation plans for high DOF robots, like humanoids, in a few seconds.
Our framework comprises of two parts: a novel unifying representation of constraints and affordances which we term Task Space Regions (TSRs), and a sampling-based planner, the CBiRRT2, that exploits the unique properties of TSRs. Building on prior work [1] [2] , TSRs describe goal and constraint sets as volumes in SE (3) , the space of rigid spatial transformations. We showed that such volumes are particularly useful for specifying manipulation tasks such as reaching to grasp an object, or manipulating objects with pose constraints.
While we showed that TSRs are intuitive to specify, can be quickly sampled, and the distance to TSRs can be evaluated efficiently [1], a single TSR, or even a finite set of TSRs, is sometimes insufficient to capture the pose constraints of a given task. To describe more complex constraints such as closed chain kinematics and manipulating articulated objects, this paper introduces the concept of TSR Chains, which are defined by linking a series of TSRs (Section IV). Though the sampling for TSR Chains follows clearly from that of TSRs, the distance metric for TSR Chains is radically different.
We also present the CBiRRT2 planner, which is partly a combination of the IKBiRRT [1] and CBiRRT [2] planners that works with TSR Chains among other constraints (Section V). CBiRRT2 samples end-effectors goal poses to discover goal configurations of the robot and satisfies end-effector pose constraints through a process we calllK handshaking .
We demonstrate the efficiency and versatility of this planner and the TSR framework through planning for a diverse set of manipulation tasks for 28DOF of the HRP3 (Section VI).
The contributions of this paper are:
• A unified framework for specifying end-effector goals and pose constraints • TSR Chains for specifying complex pose goals and constraints • CBiRRT2 planner for planning with TSR Chains and other constraints
II. BACKGROUND
A key feature of Task Space Regions is that they can be sampled to produce goal configurations for a sampling-based planner. Other researchers have approached the problem of ambiguous goal specification by sampling some number of configuration space (C-space) goals before running the planner [3] [4] , which limits the planner to a small set of solutions from a region that is really continuous. Another approach is to bias a single-tree planner toward the goal regions, however this approach usually considers only single points [5] [6] in the task space or is hand-tuned for specialized goal regions [7] .
The CBiRRT2 algorithm is partly a fusion of previouslyproposed algorithms [1] [2] , which are based on the RRT [8] . It uses iterative inverse-kinematics techniques [9] [10] to meet pose constraints and sample goal configurations. The algorithm plans in the C-space, which implicitly allows it to search the null-space of pose constraints, unlike task-space planners [11] [12] [13] , which assign a single configuration to each taskspace point (from a potentially infinite number of possible configurations). Exploration of the null-space can be useful for satisfying other constraints, such as avoiding obstacles or maintaining balance, however our constraint representation could be incorporated into task-space planners as well. Stilman [14] and Yakey et al. [15] proposed single-tree RRT planners that use various projection methods to meet certain types of pose constraints. Our approach is similar to Stilman's, however we differ in the planning method and provide a more general constraint representation, which is central to this paper.
III. TASK SPACE REGIONS
This section briefly reviews the definition of TSRs. Sampling and distance checking methods for single TSRs can be found in our previous work [1] .
Throughout this paper, we will be using transformation matrices of the form T b E SE (3) , which specifies the pose of b in the coordinates of frame a. T b , written in homogeneous coordinates, consists of a 3 x 3 rotation matrix R b and a 3 x 1 translation vector t b .
(1)
A TSR consists of three parts:
• The first three rows of B W bound the allowable translation along the x, y, and z axes (in meters) and the last three bound the allowable rotations about those axes (in radians), all in the w frame. We use the Roll-Pitch-Yaw (RPY) Euler angle convention, which is employed because it allows bounds on rotation to be intuitively specified.
IV. TASK SPACE REGION CHAINS
Though TSRs can represent a broad range of useful pose constraints and goal poses, some constraints and goals cannot be well-described by a finite set of TSRs. For instance, consider the task of opening a door while allowing the endeffector to rotate about the door handle. It is straightforward to specify the rotation of the door about its hinge as a single TSR and to specify the rotation of the end-effector about the door's handle as a single TSR if the door's position is fixed. However, the product of these two constraints (allowing the end-effector to rotate about the handle while the door is moving) cannot be completely specified with a finite set of TSRs. In order to allow more complex constraint representations in the TSR framework, we present TSR Chains, which are constructed by linking a series of TSRs.
A. TSR Chain Definition
A TSR chain C consists of a set of n TSRs: C = {TSR 1 , TSR 2 , ...TSR n } . The TSRs in C have the property Ci.T~= (Ci-l.T~)(Ci-l.T:ample)(Ci-l.T~J (3) for i = {2...n} where C, corresponds to the ith TSR in the chain and C i . {. } refers to an element of the ith TSR. Of course a TSR Chain can consist of only one TSR, in which case it is identical to a normal TSR. Ci.T:ample can be any transform obtained by sampling from inside the bounds of C, .B'", Thus we do not know Ci.T~until we have determined T:ample values for all previous TSRs in the chain.
In this way, a TSR chain can be thought of as a virtual serial-chain manipulator. Again consider the door example. To define the TSR chain for this example, we can imagine a virtual manipulator that is rooted at the door's hinge. The first link of the manipulator rotates about the hinge and extends from the hinge to the handle. At the handle, we define another link that rotates about the handle and extends to where a robot's end-effector would be if the robot were grasping the handle (see Figure 2 ). Cl.T:ample would be a rotation about the door's hinge corresponding to how much the door had been opened. In this way the T:ample values for each TSR are analogous to transforms induced by the "joint angles" of the virtual manipulator. The joint limits of these virtual joints are defined by the values in B T~= T~e e (c)
,.
... 
B. Sampling From TSR Chains
To determine root configurations for a bi-directional sampling-based planner, we will need to draw samples from a given TSR Chain. To do this, we first sample from within C1.B
w to obtain Cl .T~ample' This is done by sampling uniformly between the bounds in B We then use this sample to determine C2 .T~via Equation 3. We repeat this process for each TSR in the chain until we reach the nth TSR. We then obtain a sample in the 0 frame:
Depending on the TSR Chain definition and T~, the virtual manipulator may not be able to reach the desired transform, in which case we want the virtual end-effector to get as close as possible . Thus we can apply standard iterative IK techniques based on the Jacobian pseudo-inverse [9] to move the virtual end-effector to a transform that is as close as possible to T( see Figure 3b ). Once we obtain the joint angles of the virtual manipulator, we convert them to T~ample values and forwardchain to obtain the virtual end-effector position Te ee . We then compute T~in the virtual end-effector's frame: (5) and then convert to the displacement form:
D. Physical Constraints
In the door example, the first TSR corresponds to a physical joint of a body in the environment but the second one is purely virtual; i.e. defining a relation between two frames that is not enforced by a joint in the environment (in this case the relation is between the robot's end-effector and the handle of the door).
Ild~ee II is the distance between T~and Te ee. Note the equal weighting of rotation in radians and translation in meters.
Once the distance is evaluated, our planner calls the iterative IK algorithm for the robot's manipulator to move the robot's end-effector to Te ee to meet the constraint specified by this TSR Chain. We term this process of calling IK for the virtual manipulator and the robot in sequence IK handshaking .
Just as with TSR Chains used for sampling, we may define more than one TSR Chain as a constraint for a single manipulator. This means that we have the option of satisfying any of these TSR Chains to produce a valid configuration. To find which chain to satisfy, we perform the distance check from our current configuration to each chain and choose the one with the smallest distance. T~amplel = (Cn .T~)(Cn .T~ample)(Cn .T~) (4) Note that the sampling of TSR chains in this way is biased but the sampling will cover the entire set. If there is more than one TSR Chain defined for a single manipulator, this means that we have the option of drawing a sample from any of these TSR Chains. We choose a TSR Chain for sampling with probability proportional to the sum of the differences between the bounds of all TSRs in that chain.
C. Distance to TSR Chains
Though the sampling method for TSR Chains follows directly from the sampling method for TSRs, evaluating distance to a TSR Chain is far different from evaluating distance to a TSR. This is because we do not know which T~ampl e values for each TSR in the chain yield the minimum distance to a query transform T~, which is derived from a query configuration q8 using forward kinematics.
To approach this problem, it is again useful to think of the TSR chain as a virtual manipulator (See Figure 3a) . Finding the correct T~ample values for each TSR is equivalent to finding the joint angles of the virtual manipulator that bring its virtual end-effector as close to T~as possible. Thus we can see this distance-checking problem as a form of the standard Inverse Kinematics (lK) problem, which is to find the set of joint angles that brings an end-effector to a given transform. It is important to note that TSR Chains inherently accommodate such mixing of real and virtu al constraints. In fact a TSR Chain can consist of purely virtual or purely physical constraints. However, when planning with TSR Chains, special care must be taken to ensure that any physical joints (such as the door's hinge) be synchronized with their TSR Chain counterparts. This is done by including the configuration of any physical joints corresponding to elements of TSR Chains in the C-space searched by the planner (see Section V-C).
In the case that the physical constraints included in the TSR Chain form a redundant manipulator, we recommend a physical simulation of the movement of the end-effector from it's initial pose to T~ee as it is being pulled by the robot to find the resting configuration of the chain.
E. Notes on Implementation
Whenever we create a TSR Chain, we also create its virtual manipulator in simul ation so that we can perform IK and get the location of the virtual end-effector. When we refer to the joint values of a TSR Chain, we are actually referring to the joint values of that TSR Chain's virtual manipulator. Also, to differentiate whether a TSR Chain should be used for sampling goals or constraining configurations or both, we specify how the chain should be used in its definition. When inputing TSR Chains into our planner, we specify which manipulator of the robot they correspond to as well as any physical DOF that correspond to elements of the chain .
V. THE CBIRRT2 ALGORITHM
The CBiRRT2 algorithm is partly a combination of the CBiRRT algorithm [2] Depiction of one ConstrainedExtend operation that moves across two constraint manifolds. The operatio n starts at q n e a n which is a node of a search tree on constraint manifold Cl and iteratively moves toward q t arp;e t , which is a randomlysampled configuration in C-space. Each step toward qt a r p;et is constrained using the ConstrainConfig function to lie on the closest constraint manifold.
on the configuration of the robot during its path as well as constraints on the robot's goal configuration. The algorithm meets end-effector goal constraints by adding sampled roots to the backward tree. It meets end-effector pose constraints by projecting samples to the manifold corresponding to a given pose constraint. Constraints on the poses and goal locations of the end -effectors are specified as TSR Chains, which entails several important modifications from our previous work (Section V-B).
A. Planner Operation
CBiRRT2 operates by growing two trees in the C-space of the robot. At each iteration, CBiRRT2 choos es between one of two modes: exploration of the C-space using the two trees or sampling from a set of goal TSR Chains. The probability of choosing to sample is defined by the parameter Psample.
If the algorithm chooses to sample, it calls the AddRoot function, which tries to inject a goal configuration into the backward tree Tgoal. If the algorithm chooses to explore the C-space, one of the trees grows a branch toward a randomlysampled configuration qrand using the ConstrainedExtend function. The branch grows as far as possible toward qrand but may be stalled due to constraint violation and will terminate at q~each. The other tree then grows a branch toward q~each' again growing as far as possible toward this configuration. If the other tree reaches q~each' the trees have connected and a path has been found. If not, the trees are swapped and the above process is repeated.
The ConstrainedExtend function (see Algorithm 2) works by iteratively moving from a configuration qnear toward a configuration qtarget with a step size of~qstep. After each step toward qtarget, the function checks if the new configuration qs has reached qtarget or if it is moving farther from qtarget, in either case the function terminates. If the above conditions are not true then the algorithm takes a step toward qtarget and passes the new qs to the ConstrainConfig function, which is problem-specific. If ConstrainConfig is able to project qs to a constraint manifold, the new qs is added to the tree and the stepping process is repeated. Otherwise, ConstrainedExtend terminates (see Figure 4) . ConstrainedExtend always returns the last configuration reached by the extension operation. The c vector is a vector of TSR Chain joint values of all TSR Chains. Every qs has a corresponding c which is stored along with qs in the tree. We store the c vector so that the ConstrainConfig function has a good initial guess of the TSR chain joint values when taking subsequent steps. This greatly decreases the time used by the inverse-kinematics solver inside ConstrainConfig.
The SmoothPath function uses the "short-cut" smoothing method to iteratively shorten the path using the ConstrainedExtend function. It is the same as that used in CBiRRT [2] .
Note that CBiRRT2 can also be seeded with multiple start and goal configurations (Q slQg). If no goals are specified, the AddRoot function will insert the first goal into the backward tree. In fact, the AddRoot function can be called for both the start and the goal trees, if this is desired. 
B. Accounting for TSR Chains
Accounting for TSR chains is done in the AddRoot and ConstrainConfig functions. When CBiRRT2 chooses to sample a goal configuration, it calls the AddRoot function (see Algorithm 3). This function retrieves the relevant set of TSR Chains for each manipulator and samples a target transform for each manipulator using the SampleFromTSRChain function, which is an implementation of the methods described in Section IV-B. It then forms an initial guess of the robot's joint values and c and calls the ConstrainConfig function. In practice we usually use the initial configuration of the robot and vector of zeros for c as the guess but these can be randomized as well. If the ConstrainConfig does not return null, the resulting qs and corresponding c are added to the tree.
The ConstrainConfig function is problem-specific, an example of a ConstrainConfig function that considers only TSR Chains is given in Algorithm 4. If ConstrainConfig is not passed a set of targets (Le. it is called from ConstrainedExtend instead of AddRoot), then it generates a set of targets for each manipulator using the GetClosestTransform function, which is an implementation of the first two steps of the IK handshaking method described in Section IV-C. Note that this function also updates the c vector with the joint values of the TSR Chain that generated the closest transform. The c values for the TSR Chains that did not yield the closest transform to T~are not updated. After the target transforms for each manipulator are obtained, ProjectConfig projects the configuration of the robot using standard inverse-kinematics algorithms based on the Jacobian pseudo-inverse to produce a qs which meets the constraints posed by the TSR Chains. This completes the third and final step of the IK handshaking process.
If ConstrainConfig was called by AddRoot, the distance between q~ld and qs is irrelevant. However we do not wish for qs to be too far from q~ld when extending using Con- strainedExtend because configurations between q~ld and qs are likely to violate the constraints. Thus we enforce a small step size to reduce deviation from the constraints between nodes.
In most situations, we are also interested in satisfying other constrains such as balance and collision. Checks for these constraints should be inserted at line 14 of ConstrainConfig.
C. Augmenting Configuration with States of Physical DOF
Because TSR chains can specify constraints corresponding to physical degrees of freedom of objects in the world (such as the hinge of a door), we have to account for physical DOF when checking collision and measuring distances in the C-space. To achieve this, we include the configuration of all physical DOF in the configuration vector q. We set these DOF by extracting their values from c using the UpdatePhysicalConstraintDOF function . This done on line 11 of the ConstrainConfig function . Note that these DOF are not affected by the subsequent ProjectConfig function.
VI. RESULTS
We conducted several experiments to demonstrate the versatility of the TSR framework and to measure the performance of CBiRRT2 in a variety of situations. We used the HRP3 robot, which has two 6DOF legs, two 7DOF arms, and 2DOF in the waist, for a total of 28DOF. The kinematic tree of the robot was rooted at the right leg. We used the ConstrainConfig function of Algorithm 4 and include balance and collision constraints on line 14 so all paths produced by the planner are guaranteed to be collision-free and quasi-statically balanced (the projection of the center of mass is in the support polygon). All experiments were conducted on a 2.4GHz CPU with 4GB of RAM and runtimes for 30 runs of each problem are shown in Table 1 . Please see a video of the experiments at:
http://www.cs.cmu.edu/%7edberenso/tsrplanning.mp4
A. Closed Chain Kinematics
Some researchers approach the problem of planning with closed-chain kinematics by implementing specialized projection operators [15] [16] or sampling algorithms [17] . However, in the TSR framework no special additions are required.
Consider the problem shown in Figure Sa . The task is for the robot to pick up the box from the bottom shelf of the book shelf and place it on top of the book shelf. There are two closed chains which must be enforced by the planner; the legs and arms. In this problem we get the goal-configuration of the robot from IK on the box target.
We define three TSR Chains , each containing one TSR . The first TSR is assigned to the left leg of the robot and allows no deviation from the current left-foot location (i.e. B W = 06x2).
The second and third TSRs are assigned to the left and right arms and are defined relative to the location of the box (i.e. the 0 frame of T~is the frame of the box). The bounds are defined such that the hands will always be holding the sides of the box at the same locations (B W = 06x2). The geometry of the box is "attached" to the right hand .
The result of this construction is the following: When ConstrainedExtend generates a new qs, the box moves with the right hand and the frame of the box changes thus breaking the closed-chain constraint. This qs is passed to ConstrainConfig, which projects q s to meet the constraint (i.e. moving the left arm). The same process happens simultaneously for the left leg of the robot as well.
We implemented this example in simulation and on the real HRP3 robot. On the real robot , the task was to stack two boxes in succession, snapshots from the execution of the plan can be seen in Figure 6 . The experiments on the robot show that we can enforce stringent closed-chain constraints using the CBiRRT2 planner and the TSR framework.
B. Simultaneous Constraints and Goal Sampling
The task in this problem is to place a bottle held by the robot into a refrigerator (see Figure 5b) . The use of TSR Chains is important here, because it allows the right arm of the robot to rotate about the handle of the refrigerator, which gives the robot more freedom when opening the door. We assume that the grasp cages the door handle (as in [18] ) so the end-effector can rotate about the handle without the door escaping. Psample was set to 0.1 for this problem.
There are four TSR Chains defined for this problem. The first is the TSR Chain(l element) for the left leg, which is the same as in Example A. This TSR Chain is marked for both sampling goal configurations and constraining the configuration of the robot. The second TSR Chain(2 element) is defined for the right arm and is described in Section IV-A. This chain is also marked for both sampling goal configurations and constraining the configuration of the robot. The third TSR Chain(1 element) is defined for the left arm and constrains the robot to disallow titling of the bottle during the robot's motion . This chain is used only for constraining the robot's configuration. The final TSR Chain(1 element) is also defined for the left arm and represents allowable placements Fig . 6 . Snapshots from the execution of the box stacking task using the HRP3 robot.
TABL E I : R UNTIMES FOR EXAMPLE PROBLEMS
VII. CONCLUSION We have presented an efficient approach to generating paths for humanoids and other robotic manipulators that uses TSR of the bottle inside the refrigerator. Its B W has freedom in x and y equal to the refrigerator width and length, and no other freedoms. This chain is only used for sampling goals.
The result of this construction is that the robot simultaneously samples a target bottle location and wrist position for its right arm when sampling goal configurations. It is important to note is that we can be rather sloppy when defining TSRs for goal sampling. Observe that many samples from the right arm's TSR chain will leave the door closed or marginally open, thus placing the left arm into collision if it is reaching inside the refrigerator. However, this is not an issue for the planner because it can always sample more goal configurations and the collision constraint is included in ConstrainConfig.
C. Manipulating a Passive Chain
The task in this problem is for the robot to assist in placing a disabled person into bed (see Figure 5c ). The robot is to move the person's right hand to a specified point near his body. The person's arm is assumed to be completely passive and the kinematics of the arm (as well as joint limits) are assumed to be known. In this problem, we get the goal-configuration of the robot from IK on the target pose of the person's hand. The robot's grasp of the person's hand is assumed to be rigid.
There are two TSR Chains defined for this problem, both of which are used to constrain the robot's configuration. The first is the TSR Chain(! element) for the left leg, which is the same as in Example A. The second is a TSR Chain(6 element) defined for the person's arm. Every element of this chain corresponds to a physical DOF of the person's arm. Note that since the arm is not redundant, we do not need to perform any special IK to ensure that the configuration of the person matches what it would be in the real world.
The result is that the person's arm will track the robot's left hand. Since the configuration of the person's arm is included in q, there cannot be large discontinuities in the person's arm configuration (i.e. elbow-up to elbow-down) because such configurations are distant in C-space.
Chains to specify manipulation tasks. A given task can entail any number of TSR Chains, which can consists of any number of TSRs. TSR Chains can be sampled and the distance to them can be determined efficiently, which allows them to represent both constraints on and goal poses of a robot's end-effector. The CBiRRT2 planner uses TSR Chains to plan for a variety of pose-constrained manipulation tasks. It takes only several seconds to plan for complex manipulation tasks, demonstrating the efficiency of the CBiRRT2 and the TSR framework.
